
SATURDAY SCIENCE 

ADVENTURES

FAQ

-Can I enroll in more than one session? Because the afternoon and evening classes are a repeat of the 

morning activities, students must select an AM, PM, or EVENING class to enroll. Due to consistency of the 

roster, students must attend the class they registered for. 

-Am I able to visit the facility before the class? Absolutely! I’d love for your child to have the opportunity to 

explore the learning space! If you'd like to schedule a tour of the facility, please click here.

-Is early drop-off allowed? To adequately prepare and disinfect between sessions, the doors open 5 minutes 

prior to each class (9:55am, 12:55pm, and 3:55pm). If for any reason you need to drop off sooner due to an 

abrupt schedule change, please contact me so arrangements can be made.

-Do I need to bring anything? All supplies are provided! Students are allowed to bring a labeled water 

bottle (with a spill-proof flip lid). 

-Do I need to bring snacks? A snack is provided during the class. Students may also elect to take their snack 

home. 

-Are parents required to stay during the class? Super STEAM Saturday is a drop-off enrichment program. 

Parents are free during this time!  (Although extremely rare- If for any reason your child is inconsolable for more 

than 10 minutes, parents will be notified)

-Are the kids required to wear masks? Although not mandated, I fully support the decision of the parents and 

will ensure all proper handling is taken place if they choose to wear one.

-Are parents allowed inside the building? At this time, we are still using safety precautions to protect our 

students and families. You will be allowed to drop your child off in the foyer, and to sign-in/sign-out. 

-What if I have more questions? Please do not hesitate to reach out! You may call or send a text to 

832-409-4155, or email us at brightmindssteam@gmail.com

https://calendly.com/brightmindssteam/brightminds-walkthrough-tour
mailto:brightmindssteam@gmail.com

